Website Questions

“I think it would be good to have sculptures around the
Foundry. All through the area but especially the Foundry
area. Have any fountains been considered? They are
very nice in area's as well. Especially with the river so
close, seems appropriate.”
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At this time the consultant team is focused on a Master
Plan level design so site specific related furnishings
(e.g., fountains, benches, etc.) will not be included.
Our Plan document will record all comments received
during our process and offer general design and
furnishing recommendations but final design elements
implemented for any public or private plaza will be
upon the developer and their design team, the desired
program and available budget.
We will be recommending rain gardens as elements
along the corridor at intersections and these can be
viewed as a type of water feature (stormwater
management) but will not promote standing or
recirculating water.

“I don’t think an apartment complex behind the park is a
nice touch. I use Eco Park for my photography on a
weekly basis having the trail and trees is nice a building
takes away from it. We also have plenty of homes and
apartments nearby that we don’t need more living
opportunities as this also takes away from us living here
and giving more room for people to live than our value of
the existing living being even more desired. The
apartments just built over by 5th and the casino (where
Noah’s arc was) aren’t even filling up. Another point is
this doesn’t create more job opportunities either takes
away from how many more businesses we can have in
the area.”
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The City informed us during recent coordination that
the tract immediately behind EcoPark (highlighted by
red box) is deed restricted from development so will
be promoted as open space in our final plan.
The parcels to the south are owned by the ACF so will
be vetted for highest and best use by that developer,
which our 2020 market study is indicating as
residential.
The City Zoning Code and Frenchtown Historic District
Design Guidelines will help to regulate final design of
any proposed new buildings.
The Great Streets Plan is depicting a future buildout of
an approximately 20-year time frame. It is intended as
a guide based on what we know in 2020 but should be
evaluated throughout as projects/redevelopment are
presented.

“Dear EWG and participants--I am not involved with the
Frenchtown project, but have thought for many years
that this area of St. Charles needs improvement and
development to achieve its potential and keep its history
alive. The proposals sound sensible to me, but I do not
live there (live on 1100 block of Jackson) so don't feel
qualified to make judgements. I applaud efforts to revive
Frenchtown and look forward to seeing what comes of
the May 7th event. Bonita Dillard, St. Charles resident.”
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Appreciate the feedback and support.
Our schedule is as follows:
Tuesday, May 12 – Provide update to City Council
Now through June 14 –
Finalize the Illustrative Plan and Plan document with
recommendations and collected data, incorporating
community feedback obtained throughout process
Conduct additional coordination/collaboration with City
and ACF owner as required to synthesize efforts
June 15 – Issue final documents to EWG, City and
County

“So by this logic only a (new) three story riverside
resident enjoys a view of the river? What does that
do for me as an existing resident? Using the Katy
Trail is one of my highlights to living in this area, looking
at a row of condos does nothing for me or many others.
I’m really wondering who this redevelopment is geared
towards.”
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Understand the concern.
The intent with our plan is to promote connectivity to
the Katy Trail and river by extending the grid street
network through to open up vistas to the trail and
riverfront beyond. The parcels along the Katy Trail are
privately owned so that can be developed as they wish
without our or the City’s intervention. The goal is to
gain consensus through this Plan on the ideal
approach moving forward. As mentioned earlier the
City Zoning Code and Frenchtown Historic District
Design Guidelines will help to regulate final design of
any proposed new buildings.
In addition, the goal is to work with the Army CORPS
and City and State Parks to remove invasive species,
thin existing vegetation and open up the riverfront land
to additional trails for passive use and education.

Open up vistas to the trail and river by extending
street network through and clearing/thinning
understory plants

“What is the plan for the roundabout at north third,
north second, and north fourth street. It is not
possible to vote a plan for north third without the
roundabout information.”
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We view this intersection as an opportunity. The
current configuration with the roundabout is part of
MoDOT’s designation of a State Highway through that
area. With the de-designation of this corridor, it can
now be redesigned to city standards that promote a
more multi-modal approach.
The roundabout may be changed at any time. We
anticipate this to be part of the longer-term vision that
may be associated with any levee, Route 370
interchange or Little Hills Expressway/Mel Wetter
roundabout improvements.

“All the new plazas and squares need to have roomy
outdoor seating areas for bars/restaurants. This will
provide an ongoing draw of people making the
investment worthwhile. To include riverside seating so
let's figure out how to get dirt in, an area created, and
make sure the river does not wash it away. In addition
plan on a performance stage in the largest open area
WITH outdoor seating. Let's go big with this change.”
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Appreciate the feedback.
The goal with the Plan is to activate the riverfront by
making it a public asset – continuous park from
Frontier Park to Jean Baptist Point DuSable Park –
and create public-private opportunities for active
plazas or parks. The Plan will identify our
recommendations on where parks, open space, plazas
will be and potential elements. However, final
programming will be upon the developer and their
design team and available budget.

“It is about time we do something on North Main to
attract business. But what type of business are you
looking to attract? And please don’t put in cobble
stone down to drive on like South Main, unless you can
guarantee it will be smooth and easy to drive on.
Further what will be the cost of the project? And
what is the anticipated gross revenue it will
produce? And last what is the cost to the taxpayer
homeowner.”
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Our recommendations will not prescribe specific
businesses but rather identify “types” of businesses to
allow the greatest flexibility and ensure a diverse mix
that addresses the community’s desires. The complete
market strategy will be included as part of the final
Plan document.
We are in the process of developing the costs and
phasing and will include within the final Plan
document. Information obtained from the virtual
meeting will help to inform our recommendations.
With regards to the street and sidewalk improvements,
it is our intent to ensure ADA accessibility so any
“textured” paving will be limited. At this time we are not
intending to mimic Main Street with Frenchtown.

“On the Frenchtown Illustrative Plan, I could not locate a
key, so my question is, the areas noted as #14s - are
those new constructions - are those to
be condos, apartments? Another note, great
improvements were made when undergrowth was
cleared from the area north of Frontier Park so that the
river was visible on that part of the Katy Trail. Can more
undergrowth clearing be done in the riverfront area
from the Foundry to EcoPark?”
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The proposed buildings along the Katy Trail are multistory residential buildings.
Along the riverfront the goal is to work with the Army
CORPS and City and State Parks to remove invasive
species, thin existing vegetation and open up the
riverfront land to additional trails for passive use and
education.

“Assuming you're meaning parking garage in place
of flat parking lot? Great idea!”
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The intent is to promote the City and County properties
along Clark Street with parking structures and a
ground floor retail wrap to activate the street.
We are collaborating with the ACF property on how to
best utilize their existing surface lots while optimizing
the future highest and best use.

www.stcharlescitymo.gov/greatstreets

